Diversifying the Canon
Princeton University
Saturday, February 13

9 – 10 am: Breakfast, Marx 301

10 – 10.20: Introductory Discussion, Marx 301

10.20 – 11:40 am: “There’s no excuse: Philosophy courses can easily be more inclusive”, Christia Mercer (Columbia), Marx 301

11:40 – 12 pm: Coffee, Marx 301

12 – 1.20 pm: “Five Approaches to 'the Canon’”, Luvell E Anderson Jr and Verena Erlenbusch (Memphis), Marx 301

1.20 – 2.20 pm: Lunch, Tower Room

2.20 – 3.40 pm: “The Place of Ideology Critique in Teaching Ethics: Some Questions”, Kate Manne (Cornell), Marx 301

3.40 – 4 pm: Coffee

4 – 5 pm: Panel Discussion

The Tower Room and Marx 301 are both in Marx Hall, Princeton University.

This workshop is organized by Minorities and Philosophy and funded by the Princeton University Philosophy Department and the University Center for Human Values.